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Watch Close 
By Steve Connell © 2012 
 
There is magic in this marketplace  
Watch close 
The best tricks happen with you watching 
Open your eyes 
Watch money become men 
Watch Men become garbage 
Watch 
Magicians in 3 piece suits 
Wielding smart phones like magic wands 
Casting spells like counting money 
Watch close 
the coins change palms  
A person disappears 
Comes back as something else 
once was people now shiny things 
Used until useless 
Thrown away 
Bad spells cast good people aside everyday 
 
Wheelbarrow babies  
With rustcolored eyes 
grandfather clock  
with mangled hands 
Torn mattress men 
Bleed out their stuffing on the curb 
their crumpled bodies 
like discarded paper balls  
Litter the streets 
 
Their faces like kicked in cabinet doors 
Twist slowly by the hinge in their shoulders 
broke bottle bones 
skin of cracked glass 
puzzle hearts with pieces missing 
 
watch close 
 
Modern day overseers tell us over sushi 
No ones watching closely any more 
When we took over the asylum, they tell us, it got redesigned 
So nice that you don’t seem to mind 
The way we run things 
Nothing sells that isn’t bought they say 
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the first corporation to go public 
Day traded slaves. 
At whom within the glass plantations of Madison Avenue 
will you throw your stones 
 
every Public Offering 
offers the public 
the chance to say we will not reap what you have sown 
The question then as always is us- 
where do we stand in these asphalt fields? 
 
Simple it down to bone 
And mouth 
And shoulder 
 
Put your right hand on 
The chest of a man, a woman 
A child 
And swear by them 
 
Make a stack of bibles from their clavicle 
Read the scripture bruised into their flesh 
 
Sign your name across the dotted lines 
that scar their back 

 
“you shall be now, henceforward, and forever free” 

In their blood proclaim that oath-  
 
“We see you, we hear you, we insist on your dignity” 

in their name make that vow 
 
whisper in their ear 
America you are not America yet 
But now, you can become so now; 
so now Obama must make Frederick Douglas of us all 
and perhaps it is only right  
That he should be the one  
To bring us finally out of this dark night 
 
when he looks in the mirror…  
he does not see a broken watch 
Or a worn out shoe 
He sees a man who will not be slave 
And knows what he must do 
The promissory note was made 
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And it’s on us to come thru 
We dream deferred payments on reparations 
And now the check is due 
The content of our character won and still 
The next dawn 
Crosses burned on lawns 
If we do not end slavery, who will? 
 
No one is free by words alone 
This is Americas sin 
And we must still atone 
 
A new crop of strange fruit has grown, 
is growing 
Doing nothing alone is not the sin here 
It is the knowing 
 
we must feel the scars across our nations back 
across our own 
we must do what must be done, must act 
must not let them stand alone 
 
the question is not do you own slaves? 
You do.  
The question is how many do you own? 
 
70 slaves hold me in this position around the sun 
The civil war is not yet won 
Slavery is not yet done. 
The fields are closer then we realize 
Nothing sells if no one buys 
Watch close 
They kill themselves mining  
For our make up 
How do we make up for that act? 
What cover up will cover up that? 
What concealer can conceal the shame 
Of so much human suffering  
In our name 
With what purchase will we purpose their pain 
We have not freed our slaves.  
We have outsourced them 
 
At some point the sin is ours 
The blood on our hands 
This shame that comes knocking (knockknocks) at our golden door 
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We must answer for; 
We cannot continue to ignore the wretched refuse lying crumpled on our own shores 
 
The public offering is offering us this chance 
to tell the world our people and children are for sale no more 
we must make them free 
 
and if slavery is to be truly done away with 
who better to lead then- 
 
We, who put a man on the moon; 
Fought tyranny and won; 
We, who think there is nothing that can’t be done- 
  
We can do this. 
 
We who expect to win in the wake of a thousand losses 
Who have seen the ball in at the buzzer time and again 
we who know better then to count anyone out 
Unless they stand in our way 
Because “I will not lose” is our meditational chant 
in our language the word can’t does not exist 
We are the legacy of freedom riders and power fists 
We are the reality of the myth 
 
We are america 
 
And hard fought defiance  
In the face of impossible odds 
Is what makes champions 
And that is Americas chief export to the world 
 
The belief in belief  
The audacity of hope 
When there should be no hope left 
 
when we told Barack Obama, 

“America isn’t ready for a black president” 
he responded 

“well I am. And since I’m not comfortable with your timeline 
I better get you on board with mine.” 

 
America you will be America this time 
I come from a long line 
This change been gonna coming for a long time 
This is field slave saying the name Martin while tending to crops 
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This is Martin shouting back from the mountaintop 
The promised land echoing back Barack 
This is cant stop wont stop don’t stop  
Get it get it 
Where we’ve been where we are where we’re headed 
Get it get it 
The shame continues to knock 
Get it get it 
We must open the door 
 
Or 3/5 a promise is as good as we will ever get 
America you are not America yet. 
 
We stand in service to a long standing debt 
if we are to be human we must respect 
the first tenet of being human 
Is to protect human beings 
 
We must protect people who can’t protect themselves 
As if they were in our own home 
Treat them as we would treat our own 
Simple it down to bone 
Ask yourself, is your life worth more then a toaster oven? 
What is the acceptable amount of slaves to own? 
 
in this broken wheelbarrow 
do you see your daughters eyes? 
Can you cobble up your grandfather from these shoes? 
Torn mattress man 
Is that really you 
Bleeding out your stuffing in the street 
 
Old shoe 
rusted wheelbarrow 
Splintered shutter 
 
You are not my grandfather 
My friend  
My firstborn son 
 
We who will keep the promise uttered 
Who must not rest til freedoms won 
 
You who see these men as clutter 
We who will see justice done 
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young men begging to die bent over inside mines 
we will get them out 
old women cramped tightly in the bellies of small ships  
we will let them free 
5 year old girls  
with so much scar tissue  
between their legs it hurts to walk 
we will lift them up 
 
we will lift up the throwaway children 
we will stand up with the women of refuse and refuse 
we will pay up these garbage men for their labor 
and proclaim this as we release them of their debt 
 
they are now, henceforward, and forever free 
 
America is not America yet 
 
But it will be. 
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